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I’ve talked in this module about creating premium packages and about creating down-
sell, more leveraged or more accessible offers below the premium packages. This gi-
ves you options as to what to offer potential clients and gives people a range of price 
points to access your work.

Whatever package you are selling, even if it’s a really leveraged or hands off product, 
you still want it to sound premium. 

You want it to sound extremely enticing.

Through creating your Sales Conversation Outline in Module 1 you will already have a 
very strong pitch, or offer explanation, when speaking with potential clients. 

Here are some additional tips that you can add in to make any offer sound high-end, 
value-packed and more enticing.

1. Name each individual element

Naming each element in the offer gives it a purpose and an outcome and highlights its 
value. It is no longer just an exercise or a worksheet or a coaching session. It’s A Goal 
Evaluation Deep Dive, A Clearing Preparation or A Career Progression Session.

2. Split out the individual elements

If you are selling a three month coaching package with six sessions and email support 
it could have three different phases or the initial session could have a different focus so 
it would be named differently. 

By splitting the elements and describing them individually instead of the package just 
containing two things, sessions and email support, it could contain five or six.
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3. Name the hidden extras

Do you give your clients exercises? Great you can now add into your offer explanation 
e.g. Career Advancement Tools & Resources as needed so that you can implement your 
new career strategy with focus and support.

Do you always do a meditation or some other practice – great! State it and name it and 
tell them the outcome or benefit.

4. Only use positive, non-threatening words

No one wants to do an assessment, be reviewed, be critiqued or be tested. 
Remove any language that might make a client feel inferior, insecure or just plain ner-
vous to do any part of the offer. 

Each sentence of the offer explanation needs be appealing and make it easy for them 
to say yes.


